Molecular and Cellular Biology Program
MCB 741

Seminar Evaluation Form

Speaker ________________________________

Abstract: [Please comment on whether the abstract was clearly written, well organized and adequately summarized the seminar given.]
Rating (circle one) 1(poor)  2  3  4  5(excellent)

Presentation: [Please comment on the organization of the talk, the quality of the audiovisual aids and the general “flow” of the seminar.]
Rating (circle one) 1(poor)  2  3  4  5(excellent)

Content: [Please comment on whether enough background was given, whether the material was current and was the topic too general/specific.]
Rating (circle one) 1(poor)  2  3  4  5(excellent)

Please write your question to the speaker in the space below:

Overall Grade:  A  A-  B+  B  B-  C+  C  Repeat

Please print your name: ________________________________